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About This Content

Get squared with the Square Necessities pack!

These simple square necessities will take away your worriment with flight.

Includes

Jerhynn, the Radiant Vanguard Mount

Wings of the Worldwatcher

Trovian Trackerhound Ally

Trovian Tetrabode Recipe & Framework

7 Slick Styles

10 Gem Booster Boxes
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10 Greater Dragon Caches

10 Chaos Chests

10 Party Animal Pinatas
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Title: Trove - Square Necessities Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Trion Worlds
Release Date: 6 Feb, 2018
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This is technically a "match-3" title, but it's of the vein where you need to click 3+ connected pieces of a type to destroy them
all, not "three in a row = destroyed". The problem is... well, this is the beginning of a series. And like any first game in one of
these casual titles, it's rough in a lot of ways. (See: Bejeweled, 7 Wonders, etc.)

Specifically, the biggest problem comes in how powerups and board-shapes work*. This title does not have the "there will
always be a viable move" code of a Bejeweled 2+, or the constantly-refilling powerups of a 7 Wonders. Your powerups straight
up only recharge when you break adjacent icons of that powerup. and it takes... 5? 6? per powerup to recharge it. But they only
appear on certain levels! So if you use a powerup, you're placing a bet you won't need it at all until the next board that has that
icon on it. They don't appear on all stages.

The board shapes, on the other hand, come down to this: when new pieces fall in, they only fall from the "top" of the screen on
most boards. (Some really strangely shaped ones break this rule.) BUT. It's not a permanent "refill the board, if a piece breaks,
you get new ones" thing like most other titles. If there's debris in the way, or you didn't destroy a piece with a clear "path" to the
top of the screen, nothing new falls. This, combined with the "no guaranteed matches" I mentioned above, means you WILL
have to restart some levels if the RNG doesn't play nice. It can make unwinnable, unalterable states.

I bought all three games in the series at once, and am moving onto SM2 after writing this. I hope that the game was improved
between sequels. This one has aged terribly, make it a last resort.

* I am playing on "Hard" out of two difficulties, Easy and Hard. If this is different on Easy, please, use that mode instead..
Simply not worth it.. Really cute outfits for the CPUs and Canditates. And Vert's outfit is really skimpy \u00baw\u00ba The
only thing I found a bit disappointing is that these outfits hardly fit with other clothes, so if you want to use the pajamas, you'll
probably want to use the hat that comes with it. But that isn't really a problem.. I was so happy when I got to see that this game
will come to steam. I still own the old original cd-rom version, even though it is unplayable due to scratches and once in a while
I tend to pick this game up on Scumm to play it again, even though I know every little dialouge and all the riddles.

This is a great game with great humor, great puzzles, loveable characters and enjoyable soundtrack. This was the first game in
my life I ever got to play and finish. It brings back great memories of self drawn maps and being forced to remain stuck on
riddles for ages because you could not ask the internet for the solutions.

I really do recommend the game itself, because it is just awesome, but... I don't recommend this version.

- the new cursors are cancer to the eyes
- the "new" graphics look like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665compared to the original pixel-graphics

If you can look over the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 new cursors and be happy with changing all the "new"
features back to "classic playmode", then go and get this gem. If this would hurt your eyes too much, look out for the Scumm
version.

I would have gladly paid for this game in its original version, but being told it is a great 25th anniversary version that is just
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and take money for it.. it is kind of a rip off. :<. 2 \/ 10 "Quite bad but I have
seen worse"

First of all... The trailer, It is the creapest thing I have ever seen, Recorded with bandi-cam and edited with windows movie
maker? Why? There are other free recording and editing programs, I can recomend open broadcaster software (for recording)
and Hit Film 3 Express (for editing).

Secondly, I did not enjoy this game. I feel like am just going by a storyline just set out for me, No real freedom. Just fighting
this monster here and fighting that monster over there... Plain and simple its just not fun. And when you get down to the bone,
games need to be fun.

Last but not least, I dont think the developer took time to make the game and just wanted to make a quick buck from suckers
who would puchase any old "GabeN" Novelty game on steam, To anyone who did not like this game... Renember, steam has got
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a refund policy. I dont know about you but I am getting a refund!. This was a really neat experience and it\u2019s pretty nice to
see a VR game that has something more to offer. It\u2019s so realistically made, the feeling of standing there in the middle of a
huge ocean and trying to survive each plasma attack is awesome! Dodging the \u201cbullets\u201d and then especially striking
back gives you so much satisfaction \u2026 yeahh, alien dude, you been owned! The attack is nicely done, by the way, when you
don\u2019t have to actually aim precisely at the enemy to hit it. That would be pretty impossible cause of your own dodging and
all the dynamic, too. I played with Touch controllers, so I gotta say the shield on your arm to protect from plasma bullets is a
nice touch to the game. I used it as a last resort only and a bit more on higher levels (those are seriously crazy!), it\u2019s a
sweet perk! A big thumbs up was the score showing on these hand monitors of sort, cause you don\u2019t have to lose time and
focus to look around you to see your score. Also I must say, thinking that sickness level would be off charts was totally wrong.
Teleporting is very smooth, even on the ship and when the waves get big I didn\u2019t get sick at all. Steering the ship is really
fun, and that fortress area you can teleport to has a proper view! I checked the master sheet that comes with the game (you can
obviously make a serious strategy for playing), so I don\u2019t think I\u2019ll get bored of it any time soon. For now I just had
a lot of fun with the game, playing casually, but even dodging and busting the enemies gives you enough exercise for the day!
This is definitely one of the most dynamic and immersive VR games I played so far.. Totally OPAC winshield from cab view.

I have referred this to the repair shop.....will give it 5 stars if fixed..

OK, I have attached 3 sets of views one inside the cab and the other outside (sorry can't post here). You can see the difference in
clarity of each set. This was the Koblenz=Glasco QD from Glasco
This happens on all scenarios and routes: others are observing the same views.
I think the problem is that the whole inside win shield is OPAC instead of just the view outside the wipers range were the rain
drops are. This area should be opac but were the wipers operate it should be clear.
I have used other engines were the win shield wiped area is clear but the area beyond the wipers range has rain drops and is
opac.

What say you????

PS: It is a very nice engine!. In its present state, playing the game with the Rift, I found several issues that prevent me from
recommending it at the moment.
1. Navigation in the menues sometimes was buggy. Death sequences also trigger a load screen as if the game crashed.
2. In the Rift, the game looks greyish instead of black.
3. Locomotion feels very artificial and I also wished that you could turn by looking around (\u00e0 la Dreadhalls).
4. The halls looks empty and repetitive (by design, I guess), interaction with the environment is very limited.
5. Ambient music was good, but the sounds were not rich.

The developper mentionned updates and I will certainly return to the game to see them.. Nice and cool game, I was looking for a
3D one like Factorio (2D)! Now, it is real ... Playing and enjoying, you built a clear, not messy and beautiful scenarios, texts and
items. You rock guys! In this game there is the essence of strategy and base building genre ... Go ahead, waiting DLCs... I
strongly recommend Factory Coin Mining.
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There are better games in the genre, and better uses of your time, even at the low price of fifty cents.. i really liked this game,
the controls are slow and weird i'll not lie and also i played for little to no time but it's a good game compared to other *indie*
games out there that have little to no quality, the old original gameboy graphics really appealed to me, but yeah i'll play more of
it if i don't forget about it on the sea of indie games i have on my library. PS: it really need some improvements like saving and
better movement control but i really hope they fix and keep working on the game. One of my favorite local multiplayer games
right now. The controls are easy to learn, the visuals look really nice and the gameplay is simplistic, chaotic fun. Jousting on
rockets, what's not to love? Also: exploding barrels, portals and a holy hand grenade.. why wont the devs include more conent in
this?
i want all the loading screen wallpapers , weapon art , armor arts so much more stuff they could have added
40 pages of artwork that are actually 25, not 40 as listed here. This game made it lag to were it was always playing. Apparently i
played 137 hours but I never did. I dislike this game strongly
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